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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 1927-David patted his chest and reassured loudly but he 
did not reassure the Fellowes family in the slightest. 

A True Saint really could not solve the problem of the Fellowes family at all. 

The Palmore family was now determined to destroy the Fellowes family. Even if there 
were ten True Saints, it would not help with the situation, let alone one. 

A Sacred Saint was not someone a True Saint could resist. 

The two were not on the same level at all. 

Otherwise, how could a Sacred Saint have such a great deterrent power? 

If this were the case, forces with Sacred Saints would not become the top power of Star 
Kingdom. 

“Master David, is it true that you can’t get your master to come out?” Alba asked 
aggrievedly. 

She brought the topic back to the Fellowes family. 

If she indirectly led the family to early destruction, she would have to bear a lot of 
responsibility. 

According to the current situation, the Palmore family probably would not spare the 
Fellowes family in the slightest. 

“Sigh… Miss Fellowes, I didn’t expect things to develop to this point. Just now, my 
master scolded me, saying that 

since I can’t even manage my own affairs well, and questioned why I still wanted to 
interfere with other’s affairs,” David sighed bitterly. 

“Then… What should we do then? The Palmore family has already started taking 
action. The only hope of our family is your master coming out and helping us deal with 
the grandmaster of the Palmore family. If he doesn’t come, our family will be completely 
doomed,” Alba sobbed softly. 

“Miss Fellowes, I’m also sorry for this. Once my master is upset, no one can change his 
mind. Even if I ask him, I will only get scolded,” David looked very embarrassed. 

Alba got up and came to David. Then, she knelt and begged, “Master David, please 
think of a way. Please? You have to get your master to come out, otherwise, a lot of my 



family members will become slaves of the Palmore family. As long as you can help us, I 
am willing to spend the rest of my life serving you.” 

After seeing this, David quickly helped Alba up. 

“Miss Fellowes, what are you doing? As I said, I will definitely do my best to help you, 
but I can’t change my master’s mind. That old man can be very stubborn at times.” 

“Sigh. Alba, don’t make things difficult for David. This is the fate of our family,” Cedar 
said suddenly. 

“Grandmaster, it’s all my fault. I’m the one who has let the family down. I should have 
married Anders obediently. I shouldn’t have had other thoughts. This would at least 
ensure that the family could continue,” Alba cried. 

Although she was unhappy with the Fellowes family because she was a daughter and 
they did not value her, this was the family that gave birth to her and raised her after all. 

Her most respected Grandpa Vai and sisters were all here. 

If the Palmore family succeeded, a lot of people from the Fellowes family were bound to 
die. 

Even those who survived could only become slaves. 

“Alba, come back! This is not anyone’s fault, but the fate of the Fellowes family,” Cedar 
sighed. 

He knew the temper of those old Sacred Saint monsters. 

Since David said he could not get his master to come out, he must have already tried 
his best. 

What was the use of anything else? 

Roald and Valerio were also ashen. 

If David’s master refused to come out, there would hardly be any hope for the Fellowes 
family. 

If David had not been in a hurry to kill Nek, it would not have led to such an ending. 

However, could they blame David? 

Of course not! 



David was free to kill whomever he wanted. 

Just like Grandmaster Cedar said, this was the fate of the Fellowes family. 

Alba went back to her seat and sobbed quietly. She did not even dare to make a sound. 

The air in the room became solemn and quiet. 

David waited for a while and figured it was time. 

The air of despair had already filled their hearts. 

If they saw the slightest glimmer of hope now, they would grasp it tightly like it was a 
lifesaver. 
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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 1928-Therefore, David said, “Cedar, Miss Fellowes, I’m 
at fault. I never thought that killing a mere Pre-Saint would alarm the head of TSA and 
that I would make my master so unhappy by asking his help.” 

“David, you don’t have to blame yourself! This is the fate of the Fellowes family! If there 
is nothing else, we’ll go back first. The Palmore family has already made a move, so we 
can’t sit still. We must unite all forces and make a final resistance.” 

After speaking, Cedar got up and was about to leave. 

He had to return to the family as soon as possible and tell others the news he got here. 

At the same time, he needed to be prepared for the thunderous blow from the Palmore 
family. 

“Cedar, wait! I suddenly thought of a solution that might help you.” David stopped 
suddenly. 

His words immediately attracted puzzled eyes from the Fellowes family. 

‘Huh? 

‘Is there still a chance?’ 

“David, please tell me. My family is at the end of the road, so as long as there is a 
glimmer of hope, we will not give up,” Cedar said hastily. 



“Right, Cedar, look, the main purpose of the Palmore family attacking you is to seize 
control of Treasure Trove, right?” 

“Yes, it’s not been a day or two since the Palmore family has been eying Treasure 
Trove, a cash cow. Many powerful forces in Star Kingdom know about it too.” 

“The Palmore family dared to have ideas about Treasure Trove because Treasure 
Trove doesn’t have a strong background. So have you thought about bringing in a 
strong shareholder so that the Palmore family would not dare to act rashly?” David 
asked. 

‘Bring in a shareholder? 

‘Make the Palmore family dare not act rashly?’ 

The four people were still digesting what David meant. 

It was not like the Fellowes family had not thought of paying some price these years to 
ask a Sacred Saint for help. 

They even secretly contacted the forces with Sacred Saint. 

However, they were rejected before they could say anything. 

So much so that they never thought about it. 

David’s words woke them up. 

If they could get David and his master to be the shareholders, did it mean they could 
ask the master and the disciple to help resist the Palmore family? 

One would do their best to help themselves rather than helping others. 

Over the years, the resources given to the Palmore family by the Fellowes family 
accounted for half of their income. 

Even so, the Palmore family’s ambition gradually began to grow bigger and bigger. 
Eventually, they wanted to monopolize the entire Treasure Trove. 

They did not even want to leave any scraps for the Fellowes family. 

How would the Fellowes family accept this? 

Moreover, recent news stated that the Palmore family intended to wipe out the Fellowes 
family this time. 



Therefore, bringing David and his master in could not only protect the Fellowes family 
but also Treasure Trove. 

After all, David and his master were only two people, so their appetite should not be 
very big. 

The Palmore family had countless direct and collateral members to support. 

When he thought about this, Cedar’s eyes lit up, and he asked with some uncertainty, 
“David, are you saying that we should invite your master to join Treasure Trove and 
become a shareholder?” 

When David heard this, his heart blossomed. 

This old man was smart to think this. 

Then David replied, “Not my master, but me. With my master’s temper, he won’t care 
about these extraneous things. As long as I become a shareholder of Treasure 

Trove, the Palmore family will be violating my interest if they want to seize control of 
Treasure Trove. When that happens, I can justifiably ask Master to take action.” 

“But if you do this, your master will definitely discover your intentions. Will he be willing 
to make a move then?” Cedar asked with some concern. 

“I won’t ask for your shares in vain. I will pay you what you deserve. My sect has 
accumulated all this money over the years. If the Palmore family encroaches on the 
interests of my master, my master will have no choice but to take action,” David said 
confidently. 

The eyes of the Fellowes family brightened. 

‘This could work!’ 
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Not only would he get what he wanted, but the Fellowes family would also have to thank 
him sincerely. 

As long as he became a Sacred Saint, David would surely help the Fellowes family with 
all he had. 

If anything happened to the Fellowes family in the future, David would not turn a blind 
eye. 



This was a win-win situation. 

Centre of the Central Sacred Continent. 

The intelligence network of the Saints Association could be said to be second to none in 
Star Kingdom. 

Sid, as the head of the Saints Association, naturally knew what happened right away. 

The first Saint in Star Kingdom to fall in so many years was Nek of the Simmons family. 

He was also a newly emerged Saint. 

Furthermore, the one who killed him was True Saint David, who appeared out of 
nowhere. 

The battle between the two sides did not cause any losses, nor did it affect ordinary 
people. 

After killing Nek, David fought another battle in the void with Sahar, the founder of the 
Simmons family. 

The result of this was unknown. 

This was the second time Sid had heard about David. 

The first time was when Nek’s death caused the world to mourn. 

He knew about David defeating Tai of the Palmore family. 

Unexpectedly, he was also responsible for the downfall of a Saint. 

Sid was very curious about David. 

He wanted to know where this kid came from, and who was behind him. 

Both of his appearances caused such a commotion. 

No matter what purpose David had for killing Nek, it was a violation of the Saints 
Association’s rules. This was an indisputable fact. 

Sid was going to meet this David person and question him in person. 

At the same time, he had to teach this kid a lesson. 

Sid wanted to let David know that some things could not be done. 



However, the moment Sid left, he was stopped in the void outside the Central Sacred 
Continent. 

The person who stopped him was a burly middle-aged man. 

This person was none other than Zenon Palmore, the Sacred Saint grandmaster of the 
Palmore family. 

“Where are you going, Lord Sid?” Zenon asked. 

“Zenon, what are you doing here?” Sid asked the other party. 

“I’m here to find you, of course. As for the purpose, Lord Sid, you should be very 
aware.” 

Zenon came to Sid for the simple purpose of urging the other party to agree to his 
proposal. 

He wanted Sid to allow Saints to take action to resolve the conflict when they were sure 
they would not cause major losses. 

The proposal seemed simple, yet the implications were anything but. 

On the surface, it indicated that Saints could take action to resolve the conflict, but the 
actual meaning was that Saints were no longer protected and could be killed. 

Anyone with a discerning eye could tell that Zenon was preparing for the Fellowes 
family’s downfall in advance. 

If he wanted to take action against the Fellowes family, there would be a Battle of the 
Saints. 

This might even lead to Saints dying. 

Zenon did not want to be stopped by the Saints Association when he was taking action 
against the Fellowes family. 

Hence, he decided to give Sid a notice in advance and submitted a proposal to him. 

Unexpectedly, Sid delayed it repeatedly and still had not agreed. 

Seeing that the Palmore family was about to take action, Zenon could not wait any 
longer, and that was why he came over to remind Sid. 
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